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“The
aim offor
this“Research-based
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of 36 National
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theEuropean
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Founded in 2008 to contribute to
“The aim of this research project is to docu» quality assurance & quality development in the
ment and analyse the effects of the coronaviimplementation of the European Youth Programmes
rus pandemic on youth work in Europe, includ» evidence-based & research-informed youth policy
ing the European youth programmes, and the
development in the youth field in Europe
response of youth work across Europe to the
» the recognition of non-formal education and learning
pandemic and its effects.”
» the dialogue between research, policy & practice
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The
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Network
of RAY COR
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RAY COORDINATION
“The
aim of this research project is to document and analyse the effects of the coronavi»
Coordination
Office
rus
pandemic
on youth work in Europe, includSince 2021 at EDUFI, Finnish National Agency for Education
ing the European youth programmes, and the
» Research Coordination
response
of youth work across Europe to the
GENESIS = Generation and Educational Science Institute
pandemic
and
its
effects.”
and YPL = Youth Policy Labs
Overall
The
RAYaim
Network
of RAY COR
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Threeaim
“The
network-wide
of this research
research
project
programmes
is to document and analyse the effects of the coronavirus
pandemic
on
youth
work
in
Europe,
includMON
» monitoring of Erasmus+ Youth in Action
ing the European youth programmes, and the
SOC
» monitoring of European Solidarity Corps
response of youth work across Europe to the
STRAT » contribution of programmes to strategies
pandemic and its effects.”
Overall aim of RAY
Network-wide
research
COR programmes
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Two upcoming
“The
aim of thisresearch
researchprojects
project of
is relevance
to document and analyse the effects of the coronavirus
pandemic
on
youth
work
in
Europe,
includEQUAL » effects of inequalities on learning outcomes
ing the European youth programmes, and the
MISS
» exploring who is missing – and why
response of youth work across Europe to the
pandemic and its effects.”
Overall aimresearch
Upcoming
of RAY COR
projects
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More
information
“The aim
of this research project is to docu-

ment and analyse the effects of the coronaviwww.researchyouth.net
rus»pandemic
on youth work in Europe, includwww.researchyouth.net/reports
ing »the
European youth programmes, and the
response
of youth work across Europe to the
» www.researchyouth.net/news
pandemic
and
its
effects.”
» @researchyouth
Overallto
Where
aim
find
of us
RAY COR
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A – Research question — B — C — D — E — F

“How do social inequalities
in different dimensions affect
the learning outcomes of young
people who participated in Erasmus+ Youth in Action projects?”
Research question inclusion study
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RESEARCH DESIGN
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A — B – Research design — C — D — E — F

» Secondary analysis of data collected during the 2017/2018
monitoring cycle of the 2014-2020 programme generation
» Selection of appropriate independent variables related to
different dimensions of inequality
» Analysis of effects (if any) of these inequality variables on
learning outcomes
Research design inclusion study
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DATA ANALYSIS
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A — B — C — Data analysis — D — E — F

Full dataset of the 2017/2018 monitoring cycle: 23.571 respondents
» Condition 1: complete questionnaires
» Condition 2: age range from 18 to 30

Resulting in 16.997 respondents used for the inequality analysis
»
»
»
»
»

55%
21%
13%
8%
3%

Youth Exchanges
Youth Worker Mobility
Voluntary Service
Structured Dialogue
TCA Activity

Dataset inclusion study
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» Use of inferential statistics
» Extended regression model
» Linear mixed model with random effect
Descriptive statistics allow you to describe a full data set, while inferential
statistics allow you to make (inductive) inferences based on a sampled data set.
Regression models explore whether changes in (inequality) predictor variables
cause changes in a (learning) outcome variable.
Linear mixed models (LMM) are used to account for non-independence of data
points, such as (in our case) participants experiencing the same activity (type).
Data analysis inclusion study
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Yijk = y00 + y100 xijk + y200 cijk + V00k + U0jk + Rijk
Yijk 		 =
y00 		 =
y100		 =
y200		 =
xijk		=
cijk		=
V00k		 =
U0jk		 =
Rijk		 =

learning outcome (dependent)
average intercept of individual in random group
unstandardised coefficient of the independent variables
unstandardised coefficient of the independent variables
set of independent variables for different dimensions of inequality
set of independent control variables such as gender, age, country
error term for activity types to capture variance of learning outcome
error term for project groups, nested in/underneath activity types
error term for indidivual level to capture variance of learning outcome

Data analysis inclusion study
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Indicators of inequality (overview)
» Educational inequality
» Employment inequality
» Participation inequality
» Migratory inequality
» Mobility inequality

Indicators inclusion study
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A — B — C — D — Indicators — E — F

» Educational inequality

Educational attainment of parents
Educational attainment of participants
Perception of obstacles to education

» Employment inequality

Unemployment in twelve months prior to project
Perception of obstacles to employment

» Participation inequality

Perception of obstacles to social participation

» Migratory inequality

Family language (as proxy for migration)
Belonging to a minority

» Mobility inequality

Never been abroad
Perception of obstacles to mobility
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A — B — C — D — Indicators — E — F

Indicators of learning (overview)
» Active participation
» Learning and personal development
» Intercultural interaction

Indicators inclusion study
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A — B — C — D — Indicators — E — F

Indicators of learning (1)
Active participation
Through the participation in the project I improved my ability...
...to
...to
...to
...to

say what I think with conviction in discussions
develop an idea and put it into practice
negotiate joint solutions when there are different viewpoints
achieve something in the interests of the community or society

1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=agree, 4=strongly agree
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Indicators of learning (2)
Learning and personal development
Through the participation in the project I improved my ability...
...to
...to
...to
...to

think logically and draw conclusions
identify opportunities for my personal or professional development
learn or to have more fun when learning
plan and carry out my learning independently

1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=agree, 4=strongly agree
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Indicators of learning (3)
Intercultural interaction
Through the participation in the project I improved my ability...
...to communicate with people who speak another language
...to get along with people who have a different cultural background

1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=agree, 4=strongly agree
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Group size ranging from 1 to 69
Control variables
Gender (female, male, other)
Age groups (18-20, 21-25, 26-30)
Activity duration in days (1-3, 4-7, 8-14, 15-60, 60-365)
Country of residence
» Central Europe
» Eastern Europe
» Northern Europe
» Western Europe
Data analysis inclusion study
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A — B — C — D — E — Findings — F
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A — B — C — D — E — Findings — F

“By and large, E+/YiA projects

do not lead to further inequalities in learning outcomes.
Young people with fewer opportunities who participate in
an E+/YiA project achieve, in
general, similar learning outcomes as their peers with
‘normal’ (or average) opportunities.”
Key finding Inclusion Study
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This is quite extraordinary:
typically, existing educational
inequalities tend to increase
and amplify – a phenomenon
described through the “Matthew
effect of accumulated advantage”.
“By and large, E+/YiA projects do not lead to further
inequalities in learning outcomes. Young people with
fewer opportunities who participate in an E+/YiA project achieve, in general, similar learning outcomes as
their peers with ‘normal’ (or average) opportunities.”
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A — B — C — D — E — Findings — F

NON-FORMAL LEARNING IN
ERASMUS+ YOUTH IN ACTION
LEVELS THE LEARNING FIELD
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE WITH
FEWER OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE PROGRAMME.
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A — B — C — D — E — Findings — F

NON-FORMAL LEARNING IN
ERASMUS+ YOUTH IN ACTION
LEVELS THE LEARNING FIELD
FOR THOSE YOUNG PEOPLE WITH
FEWER OPPORTUNITIES WHO
MAKE IT INTO THE PROGRAMME.
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Two exceptions
“The aim of this research project is to docuA
notable
positive
exception
is young of
people
have been
ment
and
analyse
the effects
thewho
coronaviless exposed to intercultural learning and mobility learning:
rus pandemic
on youth
in Europe,
there
is subtle indication
thatwork
those young
people includwith fewer
opportunities
achieve better
outcomes.and the
ing the European
youthlearning
programmes,
response
of youth
workisacross
Europe
theunA
notable negative
exception
young people
whoto
were
employed
prior
to or
the time of participating in an E+/
pandemic
and
itsateffects.”
YiA project: there is clear indication that those young people
with fewer opportunities achieve worse learning outcomes.
Overall aim of RAY COR
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Educational inequality

Low educational attainment of parents and perceived obstacles in accessing
education show slightly better learning outcomes

“The aim of this research project is to docuEmployment inequality
ment
and
theunemployment
effects of
the
coronaviYoung
people
whoanalyse
had experienced
in the
year
leading up to
their project show significantly lower learning outcomes
rus pandemic on youth work in Europe, includParticipation inequality
Young
peopleEuropean
with perceived obstacles
actively participate inand
politics
and
ing the
youth toprogrammes,
the
society show slightly better learning outcomes
response
of
youth
work
across
Europe
to
the
Migratory inequality
Young
people withand
second-generation
immigration status (deduced by proxy)
pandemic
its
effects.”
show slightly better learning outcomes
Mobility inequality

Young persons who have never been abroad before the participation in the
project
Overall show
aim ofsignificantly
RAY COR higher learning outcomes
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Our biggest question mark
“The aim of this research project is to document and analyse
effects of
theincoronaviNon-formal
learning the
in Erasmus+
Youth
Action
levels
the learning
forwork
thosein
young
people
with
rus pandemic
on field
youth
Europe,
includfewer opportunities who make it into the programme.
ing the European youth programmes, and the
response
of youth
work
Europe
the
Some
projects
do that
moreacross
powerfully
thantoothers.
What
makesand
some
more powerful than others
pandemic
itsprojects
effects.”
in this context, we do not yet know.
Overall aim of RAY COR
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A — B — C — D — E — F — Outlook

What comes next?

» RAY-EQUAL
Conceptual sharpening
Project characteristics should be analysed with more nuance than activity type & duration
Learning outcomes should be expanded to explore knowledge, skills, attitudes and values
Effects of inequality should be explored for competence development and capacity building

Methodological sharpening
Regional clustering of countries should ideally be contextual clusterings of countries
Composite learning outcome indicators should ideally have identical number of variables
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